Night Light System

for doors and gates
up your entrances during the night, independently from the gate opening.
motors while functioning. This provides a comfortable courtesy light during night hours, thanks to a twilight
and economic way.

HOME
RAY

STAR

RÉVO

MEWA

UNDER

24 Vdc + 230 Vac
≤4m

24 Vdc
≤3m

24 Vdc
≤ 2,3 m

24 Vdc + 230 Vac
≤4m

24 Vdc + 230 Vac
≤ 3,5 m

SUN 50/80/120

TURBO 4224

TURBO 50/80

HALO

BLINDO

24 Vdc + 230 Vac
≤ 1200 Kg

24 Vdc
≤ 400 Kg

230 Vac
≤ 800 Kg

24 Vdc
≤ 16 m2

24 Vdc + 230 Vac
≤ 9 m2

STAR 500

TURBO 160

TURBO 200

TURBO 400

SHARP 60/60BM

24 Vdc + 230 Vac
≤5m

230 Vac
≤ 1600 Kg

230 Vac
≤ 2500 Kg

230 Vac
≤ 4000 Kg

230 Vac
≤ 320 Kg - Ø 60 mm

led garden lights

remote control of
interior lights

led lights to light
up large areas

ALT4

ALT6

WIND

WIND LIGHT

24 Vdc
≤4m

24 Vdc
≤6m

24 Vdc
160 Kg - 130+130 Kg

24 Vdc
120 Kg - 80+80 Kg

GARDEN
STIK
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PERFORMANCE | designed and manufactured

in compliance with the requirements of the EU standards
and Italian quality
Efficient and reliable, tested for wear resistance and
long durability for both mechanical and electronic
components. Simple to install, easy to use and,
above all, safe for the whole family

+

SAVING | the use of LEDs allows lower power

consumption compared to the use of traditional
incandescent bulbs providing a longer life cycle and
a brighter vision
The cost of the Night Light System energy consumption
referred to the lights at night is about 2 Euros per
year*

* Night Light System: example of automation for swing gates (Ray, Révo), with
three courtesy lights at medium-high power, continuously lit for 12 hours a day,
every day of the year, at a cost of energy equal to 0.21 Euros/kW (average price
for residential use)

ACCESSORIES
14A

FLAT

SUB

VERTICAL

PLAY

TONDA

STELLA

Night Light System is an automation system with leds built into the motor housing and in the flashing light, to light
The innovative Night Light System is based on the integration of LED units within the automation, to light up the
sensor placed into the flash light itself. Our motors become a stylish light source for your gate.
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+
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The new product line Key Garden has been conceived to illuminate residential and industrial areas in a simple, safe

COMFORT | defines the width of the driveway
passage during the night hours, simplifying the
entrance and exit from the house

DESIGN | represents the Italian style and design,
combining elegance and technology with the use of
last generation materials and LEDs lighting
Enhances the beauty of the gate design, thanks
to the smooth and sinuous shapes, giving a more
sophisticated aspect to your environment

SAFETY | ease the night vision when security
cameras are installed, in order to monitor the perimeter
of the house and obtain a better control on your
private property
automations and led
lights for garage doors

automations and led
lights for gates

step lights

BOX LED

ECLIPSE
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UNDER A NEW LIGHT | A new way of conceiving the automation
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THE SIMPLICITY OF A NIGHT LIGHT SYSTEM INSTALLATION

1

connect the led flash light ECLIPSE (4 wires) or the
twilight sensor QUADRO (2 wires) to the white terminal
on the control unit 14A: the system will automatically
work without any kind of additional adjustments

2

REVÓ | gear motor for
leaves up to 2,3 m

14A | one control board for all the motors

ECLIPSE | flashing light and
courtesy light with integrated
twilight sensor

connect 4 wires:
COM (common)
SEN (sensor)
FLASH (flashing light)
LED (courtesy light)

3 DONE!

connect in parallel to the white terminal of the control
unit all the garden lights you want (24v) up to 20 lights
Program the remote controls in pre-set mode into the
receiver

connect 2 wires:
COM (common)
LED (courtesy)

SUN | gear motor for
gates up to 1100 kg

RAY | gear motor for
leaves up to 4 m

OR

connect 2 wires:
COM (common)
SEN (sensor)

+

without the need of additional adjustment the system will work automatically

PLUS

QUADRO | night sensor

courtesy lights of motors and all the garden lights connected will turn on automatically at twilight
and will turn off at sunrise

a button in the transmitter is dedicated to the possible remote switching on and off of lights; by
keeping pressed the button you can dim lights as per your preference

the yearly consumption of led lights is about 2 Euros for each light turned on all night long
throughout the year
at the price of an automation for gates you find all included the necessary to make a complete
automatic garden led light management
TONDA | inset
light

FLAT | step lights

VERTICAL | led
lights for fences

STIK S | led
garden lights

STIK M | led
garden lights

STELLA | led lights
to light up large areas

